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Dynamic Tuning of the IEEE 802.11 Protocol to
Achieve a Theoretical Throughput Limit
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Abstract—In wireless LANs (WLANs), the medium access control (MAC) protocol is the main element that determines the efficiency in sharing the limited communication bandwidth of the
wireless channel. In this paper we focus on the efficiency of the
IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs. Specifically, we analytically
derive the average size of the contention window that maximizes
the throughput, hereafter theoretical throughput limit, and we show
that: 1) depending on the network configuration, the standard can
operate very far from the theoretical throughput limit; and 2) an
appropriate tuning of the backoff algorithm can drive the IEEE
802.11 protocol close to the theoretical throughput limit. Hence we
propose a distributed algorithm that enables each station to tune
its backoff algorithm at run-time. The performances of the IEEE
802.11 protocol, enhanced with our algorithm, are extensively investigated by simulation. Specifically, we investigate the sensitiveness of our algorithm to some network configuration parameters
(number of active stations, presence of hidden terminals). Our results indicate that the capacity of the enhanced protocol is very
close to the theoretical upper bound in all the configurations analyzed.
Index Terms—Multiple access protocol (MAC), performance
analysis, protocol capacity, wireless LAN (WLAN).

I. INTRODUCTION
HE DESIGN of wireless LANs (WLANs) needs to
concentrate more on bandwidth consumption than wired
networks. This because wireless networks deliver much lower
bandwidth than wired networks, e.g., 1–2 Mb/s versus 10–150
Mb/s [16]. In this paper we focus on the IEEE 802.11 WLAN
([12], [16]). Since a WLAN relies on a common transmission
medium, the transmissions of the network stations must be
coordinated by the medium access control (MAC) protocol.
The fraction of channel bandwidth used by successfully
transmitted messages gives a good indication of the overhead
required by the MAC protocol to perform its coordination task
among stations. This fraction is known as the utilization of the
channel, and the maximum value it can attain is known as the
capacity of the MAC protocol [14], [6].1
MAC protocols for LANs can be roughly categorized into
[10], [18]: random access (e.g., CSMA, CSMA/CD) and demand assignment (e.g., token ring). Due to the inherent flexi-
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1Note that the protocol capacity univocally identifies the maximum
throughput and vice versa. Hence these two quantities will be used interchangeably in the paper.

bility of random access systems (e.g., random access allows unconstrained movement of mobile hosts) the IEEE 802.11 standard committee decided to adopt a random access CSMA-based
scheme for WLANs. In this scheme there is no collision detection capability due to the WLANs inability to listen while
sending, since there is usually just one antenna for both sending
and receiving.
The performances of CSMA protocols for radio channels
were investigated in depth in [13]. An analytical model of a
CSMA/CD based LAN was presented in [15].
Several works have investigated via simulation the IEEE
802.11 protocol [1], [8], [20], and [21].
By deriving an analytical model, in this paper we quantify
the maximum protocol capacity (hereafter referred to as theoretical limit) that can be achieved by tuning the window size
of the IEEE 802.11 backoff algorithm. To be more precise, we
develop an analytical model to study the throughput of a -persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol. A -persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol differs from the standard protocol only in the selection of
the backoff interval. Instead of the binary exponential backoff
used in the standard, the backoff interval of the -persistent
IEEE 802.11 protocol is sampled from a geometric distribution with parameter . In the paper we show that the -persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol closely approximates the standard
protocol (at least from the protocol capacity standpoint) if the
average backoff interval is the same. Due to its memoryless
backoff algorithm, the -persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol is suitable for analytical studies. By exploiting the similarity of this
protocol with the standard one we used the analytical results to
infer the behavior of the standard protocol. These extrapolations
are validated via simulation. Specifically, we use the analytical
model to compute the value corresponding to the theoretical
limit, i.e., the value (optimal ) that maximizes the capacity
of the -persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol. It is worth noting that
the theoretical limit is the maximum throughput for the -persistent protocol. Due to the correspondence (from the capacity
standpoint) between the standard protocol and the -persistent
one throughout this paper we use the theoretical limit as a reference point for tuning the IEEE 802.11 protocol.
In this paper we show that 1) depending on the network configuration, the standard protocol can operate very far from the
theoretical limit; and 2) the capacity of an IEEE 802.11 protocol
with a constant backoff window, tuned on the optimal value2
is close to the theoretical limit. Hence, we propose to modify
the backoff algorithm of the IEEE 802.11 MAC Protocol, and
we name the resulting protocol as IEEE 802.11 .
2The average backoff interval must be equal to that of the p-persistent IEEE
802.11 protocol.
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TABLE I
WLAN CONFIGURATION

Through an extensive performance study we show that the
capacity of the IEEE 802.11 is very close to the theoretical
limit for all the network and traffic configurations analyzed in
the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the analytical model used to estimate the protocol capacity. This model
is used in Section III to derive the upper bound of the protocol
capacity. Section IV presents, and extensively evaluates, an algorithm to set, at run time, the backoff window size to approximate the window size that guarantees the maximum capacity.
Our conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. IEEE 802.11 CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol provides (on a variety
of physical layers) an access control that is asynchronous,
time-bounded, and contention-free. The basic access method in
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is the distributed coordination
function (DCF) which is a carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC protocol. In addition,
the standard includes a floor acquisition mechanism, named
request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) to solve the hidden
terminal phenomenon [5], [19]. As the RTS/CTS mechanism is
optional, hereafter we focus on maximizing the capacity of an
IEEE 802.11 protocol that implements the minimum mandatory
set of functionalities, i.e., a CSMA/CA MAC protocol.
The model used in this paper, to evaluate the protocol performance figures, does not depend on the technology adopted
at the physical layer (e.g., infrared and spread spectrum). However, the physical layer technology determines some network
parameter values, e.g., SIFS, DIFS, backoff slot time. Whenever
necessary, we choose the values of these technology-dependent
parameters by referring to the frequency-hopping-spread-spectrum technology at 2-Mb/s transmission rate. Table I reports
the configuration parameter values of the WLAN analyzed in
the paper. In the IEEE draft standard P802.11 D2.1, 1995, the
has been changed from 32 to 8. Unless specifvalue of
, since it is
ically stated, in this paper we use
the value used in almost all the papers in the literature. In Section IV-A we analyze the sensitiveness of the protocol behavior
to
The throughput analysis for CSMA-based protocols was
carried out in [13] using an S/G analysis, i.e., throughput
versus offered load
analysis [18]. The CSMA/CD protocol
was analytically studied in [15] by adopting the embedded
Markov chain technique. In both studies it was assumed that

traffic sources consist of an infinite number of stations that
collectively form a Poisson process. This hypothesis approximates a large finite population in which each station generates
messages infrequently. In this paper the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol capacity is analytically estimated by developing a
model with a finite number, , of stations operating in asympnetwork stations
totic conditions. This means that all the
always have a packet ready for transmission. Our model is
based on the assumption that for each transmission attempt
a station uses a backoff interval sampled from a geometric
and
distribution with parameter , where
is the average backoff time. In the real IEEE 802.11
backoff algorithm, a station transmission probability depends
on the history, however we show that our model of the protocol
behavior provides accurate estimates (at least from a capacity
analysis standpoint) of the IEEE 802.11 protocol behavior.
Similarly to [15] we observe the system at the end of each
successful transmission. From the geometric backoff assumption all the processes that define the occupancy pattern of the
channel (i.e., empty slots, collisions, successful transmissions)
are regenerative with respect to the sequence of time instants
corresponding to the completion of a successful transmission.
By using the regenerative property we derive a closed formula
for IEEE 802.11 protocol capacity. Specifically, by defining as
the th renewal period the time interval between the th and
th successful transmission ( th virtual transmission time),
from renewal theoretical arguments [11] it follows that
(1)
is the average length of the renewal period, also rewhere
ferred to as the average virtual transmission time, and is the
average message length, i.e., the average time interval in a renewal period in which the channel is busy due to a successful
transmission.
By exploiting (1), the analysis of the MAC protocol capacity
can thus be performed by studying system behavior in a generic
renewal period. The analysis follows the line of reasoning used
in [6] for deriving the Ethernet capacity.
The protocol capacity varies across the various MAC protocols. In addition it is also influenced by several network parameters, such as the number of active stations and the way active
destations contribute to the offered load. In this paper,
active stations operating
notes the capacity when there are
denotes the capacity in the exin asymptotic conditions;
treme case of a single active node. In a MAC protocol that is
and
must
ideal from the utilization standpoint, both
be equal to 1.
To perform the capacity analysis it is useful to indicate with
the time required to complete a successful transmission in the
IEEE 802.11 WLAN, i.e., the time interval between the start
of a transmission that does not experience a collision and the
reception of the corresponding ACK plus a DIFS.
Lemma 1: By denoting with the packet transmission time
and with the maximum propagation delay between two WLAN
stations then
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Fig. 1. Structure of a virtual transmission time.

Proof: The proof immediately follows by considering the
protocol behavior, see [3].
can be computed by noting that when only one station
3 and hence
is active its average backoff time is
. Hence, from Lemma 1

where

is the average transmission time and
. To compute
in this paper we assume that
packet lengths are a geometrically distributed (with parameter
) number of slots.

Hence, by denoting with
the length of a slot,
.
When more than one station is active the virtual transmission
time includes a successful transmission and collision intervals
(see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 shows that before a successful transmission, collisions
and idle periods may occur. An idle period is a time interval in
which the transmission medium remains idle due to the backoff
algorithm.
It must be noted that some overheads follow a collision. Due
to the carrier sensing mechanism colliding messages prevent the
network stations from observing that the channel is idle for a
time interval less than or equal to the maximum propagation
time after the end of the transmission of colliding messages.
Furthermore, according to the MAC protocol, after each collision the medium must remain idle for an interval equal to a
DIFS. It thus follows that

length of the idle periods and the number of collisions depends
on the backoff algorithm.
According to the standard, by denoting with the number
of attempts to successfully transmit a packet, a station for each
backoff times
packet will experience
that are sampled in a uniform way in intervals of length
. As said before, in this paper we
assume a different distribution for the backoff times. Specifically, we assume that a station for each transmission attempt
uses a backoff interval sampled from a geometric distribution
and
is the
with parameter where
, expressed in number of
average value of
.
slots. Lemma 2 provides an expression for
where
is the
Lemma 2:
average contention window.
the set of contention windows
Proof: By denoting with
used by the tagged station when it experiences collisions before a successful transmission, and by noting that the contention
window size completely defines the corresponding backoff, it
follows that

The assumption on the backoff algorithm implies that the future behavior of a station does not depend on the past and hence,
in a virtual transmission time, 1) the idle period times
are i.i.d. sampled from a geometric distribution with an average
; and 2) the collision lengths
are i.i.d with av. Thus (2) can be rewritten as
erage
(3)
is known and we derive
Hereafter we assume that
,
exact expressions for the unknowns in (3):
and
. In Section II-A we define an algorithm to estimate
.
Lemma 3: By assuming that for each station the backoff
interval is sampled from a geometric distribution with
parameter :

(2)
and
are the lengths of the th idle period and
where
is
collision in a virtual transmission time, respectively; and
the number of collisions in a virtual time.
In the IEEE 802.11 protocol the length of a collision is equal
to the maximum length of the colliding packets. Hence it depends on the packet size distribution and on the backoff algorithm that determines the number of colliding stations. The
3To avoid that a station captures the channel, in the IEEE 802.11 standard it is
stated that a backoff interval must elapse between two consecutive transmission
of a station.

Proof: See Appendix A.
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TABLE II
TAGGED STATION CONTENTION WINDOWS

TABLE III
cw SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The average virtual transmission time in asymptotic conditions is completely defined by the relationships defined in
Lemma 3. However before being able to compute the virtual
transmission time we need to estimate the parameter . The
next section presents an algorithm to derive this parameter.
A. Average Contention Window Estimation
The average contention window size of the standard
protocol is estimated by focusing on a tagged station and
computing the average contention window used by this station.
Specifically, we use an iterative algorithm that constructs
.
is
the sequence
the limiting value of this sequence which is approximated
where is the first value such that
by the value
. The first value of the
, is the minimum average contention
sequence,
unless explicitly stated), and
window (i.e.,
;
is the tagged
station’s average contention window computed by assuming
that all stations in the network transmit with probability
.
We now introduce the relationships that define the function
by focusing on a tagged station. When the tagged
station transmits, it experiences a collision if at least one other
station tries to transmit as well. The probability of a collision at
th iteration is thus
the

IN

E

tagged station before a successful transmission at the
th
iteration. When the tagged station experiences collisions it
contention windows (CW) selected according
will use
to the IEEE 802.11 backoff algorithm4 (see Table II). To
compute the average window size for the next iteration we need
the contention-window size distribution that is derived in the
following lemma.
the set of contention winLemma 4: By denoting with
dows used by the tagged station when it experiences collisions
before a successful transmission, it follows that

(5)
where
;
;
;
.
Proof: By exploiting conditional probabilities

(4)
From (4) it follows that before successfully transmitting a
collisions with
packet, the tagged station will experience
,
probability
is the number of collisions experienced by the
where

where
is obtained considering the behavior of the backoff algorithm (see Table III).
4The values reported in the table are obtained by assuming 32 as the minimum
contention-window size. The extension of N
distribution when 8 is the
minimum contention-window size is straightforward.
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We now prove that

TABLE IV
AVERAGE CW ESTIMATION

(6)
To this end, let indicate the number of consecutive successful
the th
transmissions performed by the tagged station, and
successful transmission interval, i.e., the time interval between
th and th successful transmissions. Hence,
the end of the
it follows that

(7)

Equation (7) is obtained as the ratio between the number
of contention windows belonging to a successful transcollisions and the
mission interval that exactly contains
total number of contention windows. By observing that
,
(6) follows from (7). Equation (5) is finally obtained from
(6) with routine algebraic manipulations by observing that
.
By exploiting (4) and Lemma 4 we have completely defined
from which we can construct the sequence
the
. As stated before,
is the stopping condition of the iterative algorithm. In Appendix B we prove that the algorithm always converges.
Simulative experiments have been used to validate the iterative algorithm that estimates the average window size of the
standard protocol. Specifically, we consider a large set of netranging from 2–100, and we comwork configurations with
pare the simulative estimates of the average contention window
with our analytical estimates. Results are obtained assuming that
.
packets have a geometric distribution with parameter
As shown in Table IV in all experiments the simulation confidence interval (confidence level 90%) contains the analytical
estimate. The results presented in Table IV also hold for other
values. Our analytical estimates do not depend on , while simulative results for other values do not significantly differ.
B. Capacity Results
, from (3) and Lemma 3, (8) folNoting that
lows (shown at the bottom of the page). By computing the average contention window size, and hence , with the algorithm
presented in Section II-A we are now able to evaluate the MAC
protocol capacity.

Fig. 2. IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol capacity (analytical and simulative
estimates).

Fig. 2 plots the MAC protocol capacity for three network con, 50 and 100) and average packet lengths
figurations (
) to 100 slots (
). The
ranging from 2 slots (
figure reports for each network configuration both the analytical and exact estimates of the IEEE 802.11 capacity. Exact estimates are obtained by simulating the standard protocol, while
the analytical estimates are derived from (8) using a value generating the same average contention window (see Section II-A).
The results obtained indicate that:
1) The -persistent model provides a close approximation
of the real behavior and in all experiments the analytical
results are slightly higher than the simulative results.
increases.
2) As expected the capacity decreases when
This is obviously due to the increase in the collision probability as the backoff mechanism does not take into consideration the number of active stations.
3) For short packets the capacity is heavily affected by the
protocol overhead (e.g., DIFS, SIFS and ACK).
III. ANALYTICAL BOUNDS ON THE MAC PROTOCOL CAPACITY
In this section we show how to improve the efficiency of the
protocol by modifying the backoff mechanism. To achieve this

(8)
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TABLE V
CAPACITY COMPARISON

Fig. 3.

t

(p) function for different

M

values (q = 0:99).

we exploit the analytical model of the -persistent IEEE 802.11
protocol. For this reason the theoretical results, derived hereafter, hold for the -persistent IEEE 802.11 while, for the standard protocol, they provide approximations that will be validated via simulation.
The protocol capacity is the ratio between the average packet
length and the average virtual transmission time. Hence, for a
given packet length distribution, the maximum value of the capacity corresponds to the minimum value of the average virtual
transmission time.
In this section, we identify the theoretical upper bounds on
the MAC protocol capacity. Specifically, these bounds are obtained by minimizing the analytical formula of the average virtual transmission time. As shown by the formulas derived in
. Our study is performed
Section II, is a function of
and values, and by analyzing the relationship
by fixing the
and . With a standard technique we found the
between
value that provides the minimum of the
function.
function for
and several
Fig. 3 shows the
values.
The long time intervals obtained with “small” values are
mainly due to the high number of empty slots before a transmission. Obviously, in this case, the probability that two stations
start transmitting at the same time is negligible. At the other extreme (i.e., long time intervals obtained with “large” values)
we have a significant number of collisions before a successful
transmission. The minimum of corresponds to a value for
which these two effects are “balanced.”
Table V compares, for several network configurations, the
IEEE 802.11 capacity with the analytical bounds. The table also
reports the value of that maximizes the analytical estimate of
). The results show that for almost all configuthe capacity (
rations the IEEE 802.11 capacity can be improved significantly
by adopting a contention window whose average size is identi.
fied by the optimal value, i.e.,
As highlighted by Table V, the distance between the IEEE
802.11 and the analytical bound increases with . Table V also
indicates that the analytical bound, for a given value, is obvalue, i.e., the average
tained with a quasi-constant
number of stations which transmit in a slot is quasi-constant. In
the IEEE 802.11 protocol, due to its backoff algorithm, the av-

erage number of stations that transmit in a slot increases with
and this causes an increase in the collision probability.
A.
As mentioned in Section II we assume that
. In
,
this section we remove this assumption by setting
i.e., the value indicated in the current standard document [12].
The aim of this study is twofold: 1) we analyze how the capacity
value; and 2) we investigate the accudepends on the
value.
racy of our analytical model by changing the
As far as point 1) is concerned, Table VI indicates that in our
configurations decreasing the minimum value of the congestion
window results in a capacity reduction. This can be explained
because of an increase in the collision probability.
The results presented in Table VI also indicate that our model
provides an accurate characterization of the IEEE 802.11 protocol capacity also when the backoff is binary exponential in the
range [8, 256].
B. Networks With Few Active Stations
In a local area network the number of active stations is generally quite large and throughout this paper ten is assumed to be
a lower bound on this number. However, sometimes only a few
( 5) nodes are active and are able to saturate the network. In this
section we investigate the behavior of the IEEE standard in these
configurations, see Table VII. Specifically, the table reports the
IEEE 802.11 capacity estimated both with simulation and with
our analytical model. The results indicate that the model is accurate for these network configurations as well. Furthermore,
by computing from our model the analytical bounds we observe
that still in this configuration the standard protocol capacity may
be far from the theoretical limit.
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TABLE VI
VALUE ON THE PROTOCOL CAPACITY
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TABLE VII
CAPACITY COMPARISON WITH FEW ACTIVE STATIONS

IV. IMPROVING IEEE 802.11 CAPACITY
The results presented in the previous section indicate that the
IEEE 802.11 protocol often operates very far from the theoretical limit. Specifically, the critical point is the average backoff
time that, as pointed out before, uniquely identifies the -parameter value. This is confirmed by Fig. 4 that compares the
capacity (estimated via simulation) of a protocol equal to the
IEEE 802.11 protocol but with a constant contention window
, where the
value
size equal to the optimal value:
is taken from Table V.
The results presented in Fig. 4 show that the IEEE 802.11 protocol with an appropriate setting of the contention window size
(optimal window size) can reach the theoretical limit. However,
value, and hence the optimal window size, depends
the
and values and this implies that the optimal
on both the
window size depends on the network load. Thus to approach
the theoretical maximum efficiency the contention window size
must be computed at run time by estimating the and values.
is known.
In the next section we assume that the value of
This assumption will be relaxed in Sections IV-B and IV-C.
A. Improving IEEE 802.11 Capacity when

is Known

In this section we consider an IEEE 802.11 protocol (hereafter IEEE 802.11 ) in which the window size is computed, at
run time, via a distributed algorithm. The algorithm estimates
the window size corresponding to the theoretical limit. As
stated in the previous section, to approach the theoretical
value needs to be estimated. In principle, a
capacity the
station, by observing the channel status can estimate both the
average collision length and the average number of collisions;
hence, with a minimization algorithm, a station can obtain
. This is however very complex from a
an estimate of
computational standpoint and it is not suitable for a run-time

Fig. 4. IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol capacity.

computation. To overcome this problem, we present a heuristic
. Our heuristic is
but simple approach for approximating
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based on the observation that the values of lower than
correspond to the cases in which the average virtual time is
value, while values
determined above all by the
correspond to an average length of the virtual
greater than
time that is mainly caused by collisions. Hence, we propose to
with the value that satisfies the following
approximate
relationship:5
(9)
Note that, for all possible values of the number of stations and
value
of the average message length, the selection of the
defined by (9) guarantees that: 1) the average number of collisions in a virtual time never exceeds one; and 2) the protocol
capacity is always greater than 0 if the message length is finite.
To prove 1) and 2) it is useful to introduce the following notation:
Transmitting Stations
Transmitting Stations
and

Fig. 5.

Functions P (0);

Fig. 6.

E [N

P (1); P (2)

.

Transmitting Stations
From Lemma 3 we have

and

By substituting the above expressions in (9) and by assuming
, it follows that

Let us now analyze the
ratio (i.e., the
value)
point. To this end we study the functions
around the
for
. Fig. 5 plots these curves
.
is a monotone-decreasing function with a
for
;
is monotone increasing in
maximum value 1 for
and is decreasing in the range
.
the range
, while when
Furthermore, for
. Hence if
we
and
. Let us now analyze
have
. To this end we study the
the case in which
–
; this function is monotone
behavior of the function
and decreasing in
increasing in the range
. As the function is still positive
the range
, we have proved that for
for
, and hence
. This concludes the proof
of property 1). Property 2) can easily be proved using property
1) and (8).
which
The previous results provide an upper bound on
holds for all network and traffic configurations. The results
in the IEEE 802.11 and
presented in Fig. 6 show the
IEEE 802.11 protocols for several and values. Specifically,
the results related to the IEEE 802.11 are a lower bound of
5A similar approximation of the optimal point was proposed in [9] for an
Aloha CSMA protocol.

] comparison.

since we compute these values by assuming the maximum window size, i.e., 256. The figure clearly indicates that
is affected by the value
in the IEEE 802.11 protocol
value, and for all the cases
but is almost insensitive to the
is significantly less than one. On the other
analyzed,
hand, the IEEE 802.11 protocol exhibits a completely different
sharply increases as
increases.
behavior since
Remark: As shown before when the system operates with the
value, the average number of collisions in a virtual
correct
is less than one. Hence whenever a network station
time
which becomes equal or greater than one it
estimates an
.
knows that the value it is currently using overestimates
This could be used to add a safeguard against faulty estimations
of the value.
Estimation: Equation (9) provides a simple approxima. To further simplify the computation, it is worth
tion of the
, the distribution of
noting that, for the values close to
the number of colliding stations is almost stationary, and hence
is almost constant. To exploit this in the computation
we rewrite (9) as
(10)
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estimate.

ACCURACY OF THE p

TABLE VIII
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM (q = 0:99)

where

Fig. 7 shows, for
and
, the relationship
and
for the values around the
between
“equilibrium point.”
In the IEEE 802.11 the size of the contention window is
updated at the end of any virtual transmission time that contains
at least one collision. To update the contention window each
[2]. From
station runs the algorithm which estimates
an estimate of the target window size is obtained (i.e.,
) which is used to update the current estimate of the window
) using the following formula:
size (hereafter

Fig. 8.

Capacity comparisons.

protocol markedly improves the standard performance and is always very close to the theoretical limit.
B. Sensitiveness to the Number of Active Stations

where
is a smoothing factor. Throughout this paper
the default value of the smoothing factor is 0.9, meaning that
90% of the current estimate is from the previous estimate.6
Table VIII compares the values of
obtained by minivalues estimizing the virtual transmission time and the
mated by computing the value of that satisfies (10). The results
show that the approximation error is very small and this results
in estimated contention windows that are always less than 3%
lower than the optimal.
To evaluate the capacity of the IEEE 802.11 protocol we
and values. The results
simulate its behavior for several
obtained are plotted in Fig. 8.7 This figure compares the capacities of the IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.11 protocols with the
theoretical bounds. The graphs indicate that the IEEE 802.11
6The use of a smoothing factor in the estimation of a network figure is widespread in the TCP protocol where the smoothing factor 0.9 is the recommended
value [17].
7The performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 reported in the figure have
= 32. As shown in Table V, when
been obtained by assuming CW
CW
= 8 the protocol capacity decreases.

The results presented in the previous section show that the
IEEE 802.11 protocol significantly improves the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol capacity and it is very close to the theoretical
limit of the -persistent IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. These results were obtained under the following assumptions:
is known a priori;
1) the value of
2) no hidden terminals.
In this section, we relax the first assumption. The analysis
of the sensitiveness to hidden terminals is postponed to Section IV-D.
The above results indicate that the behavior of the IEEE
802.11 protocol is almost ideal if the number of active stations
used in the
in the network is equal to the value of
estimation algorithm. This is a strong assumption as, in a real
network, the number of active stations is highly variable. Below
we analyze the sensitiveness of the IEEE 802.11 capacity to
the number of active stations. Specifically, the real number of
active stations is 10 or 50, while the IEEE 802.11 protocol
computation assuming an
value equal to
performs the
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Fig. 10.

Steady-state behavior of estimation algorithm.

by exploiting our analytical formulas we are able to exactly
compute the number of active stations provided that the average
number of the empty slots in a virtual transmission time is
the average
known. Specifically, by denoting with
number of empty slots in a virtual transmission time, from the
formulas derived in Lemma 3, we have

from which we get
(11)

Fig. 9.

IEEE 802.11 capacity sensitiveness to the

M value.

the maximum number of possible active stations in the network
in our experiments).
(
The results presented in Fig. 9 indicate that the efficiency of
the protocol remains very close to the theoretical bound also
is two times greater than the real number of active stawhen
tions. Furthermore, in this case, although the IEEE 802.11 protocol has an erroneous estimate of the number of active stations,
it is still more efficient than the standard protocol. By further inand the real number of active
creasing the distance between
stations, the efficiency of the IEEE 802.11 protocol significantly degrades. For example, in the case of ten active stations
makes the IEEE 802.11 capacity unacassuming
ceptable. Thus we can conclude that, without a run-time estimate of the number of active stations, the IEEE 802.11 protocol does not always perform better than the standard. For this
reason in the next section we extend the IEEE 802.11 protocol
with a simple algorithm that estimates the number of active stations.
C. Run-Time Estimate of the

Parameter Value

In [1] the authors propose an approximate method for
estimating, at run-time, the number of active stations. Here,

By noting that each network station can estimate (by observing
the channel status) the number of empty slots in a virtual transcan be tuned at runmission time, from (11) the parameter
time.
In this case too, to avoid sharp changes in the estimated value
we adopt a smoothing factor
. Specifically
of

where
is the estimated
value used in the th
is the value computed at the
virtual-transmission time, and
end of the th virtual-transmission time, by applying (11) to the
total idle period measured in that transmission interval.
estimation algorithm,
To analyze the effectiveness of the
is initialwe run several simulation experiments in which
ized to 100 but there are significantly less active stations in the
network. Specifically, Fig. 10 shows the estimated value of
in two cases: 10 and 50 active stations. As the figure clearly
shows, in both cases the estimated value quickly starts to oscillate around the real number of active stations. Even though
the oscillation range may appear quite large it is worth rememwhich
bering (see Section IV-B) that even with an estimated
is twice the number of active stations, the protocol capacity is
close to its theoretical bound.
estiFinally, we also investigate the effectiveness of the
mation algorithm in a network when there is an upsurge in the
number of active stations. Specifically, we analyze a network
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Fig. 13. Sample sequence of virtual times. a) No hidden terminals. b) Missed
ACK due to a hidden terminal.

Fig. 11.

M estimate with bursty activation/deactivation.

802.11 with estimated .” This additional curve is obtained
(via simulation) by starting the network simulation with
100 and 10 active stations. During the simulation, each station
values by applying (11). The figure shows that
updates the
estimating the number of active stations according to (11) solves
the inefficiencies of the IEEE 802.11 protocol caused by a
value.
wrong initial
D. Sensitiveness to Hidden Terminals

Fig. 12.

IEEE 802.11 capacity when

M is estimated at run-time.

operating in steady-state conditions with 10 active stations.8
Suddenly, 90 additional stations become active at the same time
and remain active for about two seconds.
estimaThe results presented in Fig. 11 show that the
tion algorithm correctly follows the real value of . There are
short transients whose length is mainly caused by the smoothing
factor .
We now analyze the capacity of the IEEE 802.11 when the
is wrong and the estimation algorithm is used to tune,
initial
value. Fig. 12 presents the curves (related to
at run time, the
10 stations) already plotted in Fig. 9 and the curve tagged “IEEE

M

M

8Also in this case the default value for
is 100 and hence, as shown in
Fig. 12, the estimated
= 10 is obtained after a short initial transient.

The IEEE 802.11 protocol is based on some statistics obtained by observing the wireless medium. Since the hidden station phenomenon [19], [5] may make carrier sensing unreliable,
in this section we study how hidden stations affect the performance of our protocol by causing erroneous statistics. Specifically, in this section we analyze the impact on our protocol of
the following events that may occur when hidden stations are
present: 1) missed ack; 2) carrier sensing fault; and 3) not-detected transmission. These events are explained below.
MISSED ACK: Our protocol is based on statistics measured
on a virtual transmission time interval, i.e., the time interval
between two consecutive ACKs on the wireless medium. As
shown in Fig. 13, the hidden-station phenomenon may cause
a station to miss the ACK, e.g., at the end of the second virtual transmission time in Fig. 13. When this occurs the station
1) observes a longer virtual transmission time interval; and 2)
considers a successful transmission attempt as a collision. This
phenomenon has no impact on the standard protocol while it interferes with estimates used in our proposal.
CARRIER SENSING FAULT: This happens when a station
wrongly senses the wireless medium has been idle while a station, which is hidden from its standpoint, is transmitting. For
and , are
example, let us assume that two stations, say
hidden to each other and both can transmit to a third station,
is transmitting to
the carrier sensing of
say . When
does not signal any transmission, and thus
can immediately
start a transmission to , as well. This scenario obviously generates a collision that does not occur in an IEEE 802.11 network
if hidden stations are not present. This phenomenon negatively
affects both the standard protocol and our proposal.
NOT-DETECTED TRANSMISSION: Our protocol is based
on statistics measured on a virtual transmission time such as the
average collision length. Due to the hidden station phenomenon
a station does not observe all the transmissions that occur in the
network and thus it may overestimate the idle-period length and
underestimates the collision length. For example a station does
not detect some of the transmissions involved in a collision and
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TABLE IX
IMPACT OF SINGLE PHENOMENON (AVERAGE MESSAGE LENGTH 100 SLOTS)

in this case it may happen that a portion of the collision is considered as idle period. In addition, an idle-period overestimation
also occurs when a successful transmission is not observed due
to the hidden-station phenomenon. This phenomenon has no impact on the standard-protocol behavior while it interferes with
estimates used in our proposal.
The aim of this section is to analyze how the erroneous network estimates, caused by hidden stations, deviate the IEEE
802.11 protocol capacity from the theoretical bounds. To perform this study we used a probabilistic model by associating to
each phenomenon a probability. Specifically we introduce the
following probabilities:
1) H1 is the probability that a station misses an ACK due to
the hidden-station phenomenon;
2) H2 is the probability that, due to a carrier sensing fault, a
station does not detect an ongoing transmission, and thus
(depending on its backoff) it may start transmitting and
generates a collision;
3) H3 is the probability that, due to a carrier sensing fault,
a station does not detect an ongoing transmission. Even
though the station does not start a transmission, this event
may cause an overestimation of the idle-period length.
The three events described above may all occur in the same
transmission but the carrier sensing fault, if it occurs, must be
considered before the other two as it causes a real change in the
channel status observed by all the stations. On the other hand,
the two other events do not change the channel status but generate biased estimates.
In the following we analyze the impact of hidden stations
on the protocol capacity. This study is first performed by assuming that the network traffic is made up of long messages only
(average message length 100 slots). This study is performed
by considering different numbers of active stations, i.e.,
10, 50 and 100. Table IX analyzes the sensitiveness of the protocol capacity to the three events (identified before) that occur
when there are hidden stations. To this end, we first assume
that each event occurs in isolation to understand its importance
(even though this condition does not occur in a real environment). Results reported in the table indicated that all events have
estimation process and thus
a very limited impact on the
the IEEE 802.11 protocol capacity is always better than the
standard-protocol capacity. Among the three events occurring
with hidden stations, the carrier sensing fault is the predominant
factor in reducing the protocol capacity. This can be expected
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TABLE X
IMPACT OF COMBINED PHENOMENA (AVERAGE MESSAGE LENGTH 100 SLOTS)

Fig. 14. Distribution of estimated

M.

because when messages are long, a carrier sensing fault makes
the vulnerable window very large.
Table X presents results obtained in more realistic scenarios
in which all events caused by hidden stations occur with the
same probability. The carrier sensing fault seems to be predominant: the protocol-capacity values obtained with
are very close to those obtained with
, and
.
When we considered the combined impact of the three
events, and 10 active stations, the standard protocol capacity is
not far from the IEEE 802.11 protocol capacity. This can be
explained by remembering that in this load condition (without
hidden stations) the standard protocol is not far from the theoretical bounds. When the number of active stations increases
the enhancement in the protocol capacity achieved with the
IEEE 802.11 protocol becomes more and more marked. As
observed before, the IEEE 802.11 protocol capacity is almost
insensitive to the number of active stations while the Standard
protocol capacity decays with the increase of this number.
Finally, to better investigate the impact of the hidden-station
phenomenon on the estimation process we analyze the distribution of the estimates. Specifically, results plotted in Fig. 14
.
are obtained with 50 active stations and
The figure indicates that the mass function always has a bell
shape with an average close to the real value. Furthermore, the
estimates is approximately
and,
range of the
value in this range does
as shown in Section IV-B, using an
not significantly degrade the IEEE 802.11 performance.
Table XI extends the previous analysis to a network traffic
made up of short messages (2-slot is the average message
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M = 50

AND

TABLE XI
AVERAGE MESSAGE LENGTH 2 SLOTS

length). This case is investigated assuming 50 active stations.
Results obtained confirmed the previous observations. Specifestimation process is accurate and the carrier
ically, the
sensing fault phenomenon produced the highest reduction in
the protocol capacity but, as messages are short, its impact is
less marked if compared with the long-message case.
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is sufficient to guarantee low collision probabilities, the standard backoff algorithm is generally adopted. On the other hand,
when the network congestion increases, by deferring the transmissions, we use a contention window with the right size for that
load condition without paying any collisions cost, as it occurs
in the standard. The exact definition, evaluation, and integration
in an IEEE 802.11 network interface of this two-step backoff algorithm is an ongoing activity.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Lemma 3: Assuming that for each station the backoff interval
is sampled from a geometric distribution with parameter :
(A1)

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated criteria to improve the protocol capacity of a IEEE 802.11 network by tuning its backoff
algorithm.
We have analytically derived a theoretical limit of the protocol capacity for a -persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol. Furthermore, we have shown that this theoretical limit can be closely
approximated by a IEEE 802.11 network by choosing a backoff
window size that balance collision and idle period costs. In the
standard protocol the tuning of the backoff window size is obtained at the cost of collisions. Furthermore, this tuning occurs
independently for each transmission. This means that in overload conditions a station tends to experience a large number of
collisions before its window has a size which gives a low collision probability. This is the main reason why the capacity of the
standard protocol is often far from the theoretical limit.
In this paper we have adopted the -persistent backoff algorithm to show that it is possible to tune at run time the backoff
window size to obtain a capacity very close to the theoretical
limit. The purpose of this study was not to propose the -persistent backoff algorithm for the IEEE 802.11 protocol but to
show that it is possible, by observing the network status, to
estimate the average backoff window size that maximizes the
throughput. This estimation procedure can be exploited in a
IEEE 802.11 network to select, for a given congestion level,
the appropriate size of the contention window without paying
the collision costs. Several solutions can be devised which are
still based on the binary exponential backoff of the standard and
use the knowledge of the optimal window size to improve its
performance. For example, a solution can be organized in two
steps. In the first step the binary exponential backoff of the standard is used to identify the slot in which a given transmission
could occur (i.e., the slot corresponding to a backoff counter
equal to 0). In the second step the optimal window size criteria
is applied to determine if it is wise to use the identified slot or
it is better to defer the transmission. This decision is based on
time spent in the backoff: a transmission is deferred if the current average window size is below the optimal size for the current load condition. This means that in light and medium load
conditions, in which the window size defined in the standard

(A2)
(A3)
Proof:
computation
•
the probability that a collision occurs
Indicating with
conditioned to at least one transmission in the slot, and with
the probability of a successful transmission we have
Transmitting Stations
Transmitting Stations
(A4)
and
Transmitting Stations
Transmitting Stations
(A5)
From (A4) and (A5) we derive the distribution of the number of
,
collisions in a virtual time
. From this distribution with standard algebraic
manipulation (A1) is obtained.
•
computation
Since a station can start a transmission with probability we
have:
Transmitting Stations in a slot
at least one Transmitting Stations in a slot
Hence
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•
computation
Since the IEEE 802.11 does not implement a collision detection
mechanism, once a collision occurs it lasts until all the colliding
packets have been completely transmitted. Hence, the collision
depends on the number of colliding packets
and
length
it is equal to the maximum length.

sible value, it follows that
is the maximum of the transmission probability. Hence, according to (4),
is the maximum of the collision probability.
, it follows that
Due to the monotonic property of
which is a function of
, is the maximum value of
.
the sequence
Note that if
, e.g., when
, the
algorithm immediately ends.
we have
, where
When
. Hence, since
,
is lower than
, and, from the monotonic
property, we have

where
is the length of a packet and according to our hypotheses the packet lengths are i.i.d. sampled from a geometric
distribution.
Hence

(B3)
We now prove that when
(A6)

(B4)

(A7)

and
Remembering that
, from (B3) it follows that
,
. The relationship
which in turn implies
induces relationship (B4) due to the monotonic property.
is alternating for all
Let us now assume that
and we show that it is still alternating for
.
values
Specifically, we have to prove that
1)

where

and
which after same algebraic manipulation can be written as
(A8)
By substituting (A7) and (A8) in (A6), after some algebraic manipulation, (A2) is obtained.

2)

APPENDIX B
CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE
To prove the convergence of the algorithm we first show
is a monotone-increasing function of
.
that
This immediately follows by exploiting (5) and computing
. Specifically

The proof of both cases follows the same line of reasoning
and
and is therefore omitted.
used for
From Lemma B1 it directly follows that the sequence
is monotone decreasing, and since
is lower bounded by zero, the iterative procedure is convergent.
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